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ABOUT FIRST LIGHT

Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence Support for All
At First Light we support children, young people and adults in times
of crisis, and through recovery. We deliver domestic abuse and
sexual violence services in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, Devon,
and Swindon and Wiltshire. We are independent of statutory
agencies including the police, and support thousands of people
every year.

We provide bespoke domestic
abuse and sexual violence
training and education.
OUR VISION
A place where we live in safety free from
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence

OUR VALUES
• Trust
• Integrity
• Respect

• Progressive
• Collaborative

OUR MISSION:
Working together to build safer lives free from Sexual Violence and Domestic Abuse.
• Educate and Prevent through early intervention, training and campaigning.
• Protect and Support through the provision of services to help safeguard and reach
out to those suffering Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence.
• Cope and Recover by providing a full range of services to help people build resilience
and move on to healthier happier lives.
• Give a Voice to those who suffer in silence and influence others to bring about
positive change.

We are members of the UK Survivors Trust, Safer Stronger Consortium in Devon and Cornwall, Victim Care
Network and are CHAS, SafeLives Leading Lights and ISO 9001 certified and accredited.
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OUR SERVICES

In the year 2019-2020, our services have included:
» Safer Futures: Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence
Recovery Service.
» Devon and Cornwall Independent Sexual
Violence Advisor (ISVA) Service.

» Plymouth Sexual Violence Therapeutic
Service, including specialist counselling
and art therapy for children and young
people.
» Swindon and Wiltshire Sexual Assault
Referral Centre (SARC).

In 2020, we extended our mission to
include work to raise awareness and educate
our communities with the aim of reducing
the number of domestic abuse and sexual
violence crimes through early intervention,
training and campaigning. An essential part
of this will be to give a voice to those who
suffer in silence to help influence others to
bring about positive change.”
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CHAIR’S STATEMENT

Paul Mullin, Chair of Trustees

The statistics on Domestic Abuse in the UK are shocking.
According to the Office of National Statistics (ONS) about 4.2%
of men and 7.9% of women suffered domestic abuse in England
and Wales during 2018. This equates to about 685,000 male
victims and 1,300,000 women. Murders related to domestic
violence are at a five year high.”

O

ne in four women and one in six
men will be affected by domestic
abuse during their lives. On average 2
women are murdered every week and
30 men are murdered every year due to
domestic violence.
There are more repeat victims of domestic
abuse than repeat victims of any other
crime. On average domestic abuse victims
will have been assaulted 68 times before
reporting it to the police. Domestic abuse
is the single most quoted reason a person
becomes homeless.
The figures for rape and sexual violence
are just as bad.
In the year to the end of March 2017,
the Crime Survey for England and Wales
estimated: 20% of women and 4% of
men have experienced some type of sexual
assault since the age of 16, equivalent
to 3.4 million female and 631,000 male
victims. Those figures include 3.1% of
women (510,000) and 0.8% of men
(138,000) aged 16 to 59 had experienced
a sexual assault in the last year.
In 2019/20, First Light supported 7,031
clients in their journey from coping to
recovery, an increase of over 25% on
2018/2019.
Such violence has been around for so long
that we have become inured to the horror
of it. Each of those crimes represents a
person, often a family, whose lives have
been ripped apart by experiences they will
carry to their graves. Yet politicians

typically shrug their shoulders, pay lip
service to the suffering or occasionally
pass laws, while at the same time cutting
the resources to the agencies who
prosecute and rehabilitate those using
abusive behaviours, and to those who
support the victims through their crises.
If you will the ends, you must also will
the means.
We at First Light refuse to accept the
status quo and the fatalist indifference
and implicit victim-blaming that goes
with it.
Our Vision is of a place where we all live
in safety, free from domestic abuse and
sexual violence. We are meeting our
objectives of providing a range of services
to address domestic abuse and sexual
violence across South West England and
limit the harm which results from it. And
as a result of the Coronavirus Pandemic,
since March our staff have been working
from their homes to provide support
to their clients by phone and online.
This keeps these vital services going but
increases the pressure on our staff.
For many years we have, with partner
agencies, supported the victims of such
crimes in South West England, despite
all too limited of resources. But by the
time clients engage with us, it is too late:
the crime has been committed; another
statistic added; another life impacted.
So, in 2020, we extended our mission
to include work to raise awareness with
the aim of reducing the number of
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such crimes through early intervention,
training and campaigning. An essential
part of this will be to give a voice to those
who suffer in silence.
The landscape in which we operate
continues to be challenging with everincreasing demand for our services. But
however dedicated our staff are they
cannot keep pace with demand and
we cannot accept that such violence
continues to increase.
We know that our commissioners have
limited funds to invest in our services and
are doing the best they can. So we must
look to our communities and
wider afield.
In 2020, therefore, we will start a fiveyear fundraising plan to raise half a
million pounds per year by 2025. These
funds will be used for three purposes:
• To increase our capacity to provide
more support and ease the pressures on
our staff teams.
• To extend the range of our services and
fill gaps in provision
• To work with partners to set up
campaigns to increase awareness, to
educate and train, so that we can begin
to turn the tide of domestic and sexual
violence
As Chair of this charity, I am very proud
of what we have achieved again over this
last year. I am equally determined that, as
we emerge from the shadow of Covid-19,
we can, we must, do more.

Paul Mullin

Chair of Trustees, First Light
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S INTRODUCTION
Lyn Gooding, First Light Chief Executive

Reflecting on my first six months with First Light, I cannot
help but think how much the world has changed in that time.
From the giddy excitement of taking on a new role and getting
to know everyone within the organisation and establishing new
partnerships to then having to mobilise an organisation through
a global pandemic, life has been a real rollercoaster.”

C

OVID-19 plunged the country into lockdown in an
attempt to stem the virus and keep people safe. While
understanding the importance of these measures to safeguard
lives, we also recognised these measures only exacerbated the
violence and abuse both children and adults continue to face
within their homes - a place where everyone has the right to feel
safe and loved. It was vital we adapted swiftly and efficiently to
maintain services.
Ensuring First Light still had the ability to deliver services
has been a real challenge, but a challenge that everyone in the
organisation has risen to with real commitment and passion.
Staff embraced the strange new world, learning to adapt to new
technology to help maintain contact with clients to keep them
safe from harm. The extraordinary efforts of our team in support
of their clients and one another is testament to their dedication
and compassion they display each and every day, they truly are
the most inspirational group of people you could wish to meet.

Despite our best efforts we know victim’s needs
have escalated, the impact of self-isolation and
social distancing have created barriers in seeking
the help and support they desperately need.”
Sadly, the impact of the crimes they have suffered coupled
with the added effect of lockdown has had such a detrimental
effect on their mental health it has driven a number of them to
attempt suicide. Sadly, this is the stark reality of what many in
our community are having to live with day in and day out and
demonstrates why organisations such as First Light need to exist.
There is no statutory responsibility on Local Authorities and
Health services to provide such support, instead the provision
of specialist services such as ours falls to the voluntary and
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community sector. Whilst we acknowledge the statutory sector
do invest in services such as ours, when we compare the cost of
such crimes on the individual, family, friends, employers and
wider society, the level of investment into specialist services pales
into insignificance. This must change if we are to ever stand
a chance of stamping out domestic abuse and sexual violence
from society.
On a more positive note, people and communities are starting
to have conversations about domestic abuse. Their knowledge
and understanding may be limited but the conversation has
started. The secret is to embrace and maintain that momentum,
which is why First Light through its organisational refresh have
included the following within our mission.
Educate and Prevent through early intervention, training and
campaigning
Work has already started on this front, with domestic abuse
and sexual violence awareness training being delivered to staff
at Exeter University. The training, originally planned to be
delivered face to face, was delivered online by two of our very
experienced and skilled members of staff, which generated some
excellent feedback;
‘Brilliant in depth training that got you thinking. Allowed the
exploration of sensitive and harrowing topics within a
safe environment.’
Despite the challenges we face, our passion, commitment and
resolve to help people overcome trauma and adversity remains
stronger than ever, and I trust the content of this report
demonstrates this. To everyone who has supported our cause I
want to extend our grateful thanks to you all, as it is through
your help and support we are able to do what we do best, so
thank you.

Lyn Gooding

Chief Executive, First Light
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IN 2019-20 FIRST LIGHT…
BENEFITED

RECEIVED

7031
REFERRALS
ACROSS ALL OUR

SERVICES

FROM A

29%
INCREASE IN

VOLUNTEERING HOURS
PROVIDED ACROSS OUR

SERVICES

SAW
A
25%
INCREASE IN THE NUMBER
OF VICTIMS OF ABUSE

SUPPORTED

VOLUNTEERS
TOTAL VOLUNTEER HOURS:

3742

18%
ISVA TRIAGE VOLUNTEERS: 58%
TRUSTEES: 8%
COUNSELLORS IN TRAINING: 16%
CORNWALL VOLUNTEERS:
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£75,274

OF ADDED VALUE
THROUGH

VOLUNTEERING

ACROSS ALL
FIRST LIGHT SERVICES
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A YEAR IN BRIEF
» We were successful in receiving a
Big Lottery Awards Grant which
helped increase our capacity in Safer
Futures recovery programmes
» We developed a new substantial
domestic abuse and sexual violence
training package which can be
tailored to suit any organisation’s
training objectives and have started
to deliver it across the South West

» Additional investment was received
from Local Authorities to assist First
Light in tackling Childhood Sexual
Assault and Child Sexual Exploitation
in Plymouth and Cornwall.
» As part of the Safer Futures service a
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence
recovery pathway was developed
working with partners Operation
Emotion and CLEAR.

» At the beginning of 2020 we
» Launched our second
successfully received an uplift in
community fundraising campaign,
grant funding from the Ministry of
the 100 day challenge.
Justice Rape Support Fund enabling
us to introduce another Independent
Sexual Violence Advisor (ISVA) post.

8
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During 16 Days of Action we partnered with Safer Cornwall
and worked with multiple local businesses highlighting the
issue of Domestic Abuse ensuring they had the tools to
respond to disclosures.
We developed video information for some of our key services
which were launched on Vimeo and published on our website.
First Light’s Devon and Cornwall Independent Sexual
Violence Advisor (ISVA) Service supported 15 victims in the
investigation Operation Happen, from the start of the police
investigation to the conclusion of the crown court trial. The
perpetrator was jailed for 21 years for multiple rapes. The jury
were able to convict him from the testimonies of the women he
assaulted. We worked closely with Devon and Cornwall Police
to ensure that we were able to provide positive victim care.

During the Covid-19 pandemic we were able to quickly
mobilise our services to facilitate remote working in line with
Government guidelines enabling us to continue supporting
our clients.
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When I first called Safer
Futures, they were reassuring
and understanding, and guided
me through a safety plan. They
discussed options for me to
consider and subsequently I have
started the SUsie Programme
which has been a life saver.’’

Overview
In 2018, we partnered with the national children’s charity
Barnardo’s to deliver the Integrated Domestic Abuse and Sexual
Violence Recovery Service ‘Safer Futures’ for Cornwall and Isles
of Scilly, commissioned by Safer Cornwall.

W

e continue to deliver key crisis
support services for people affected
by domestic abuse whilst bringing
together recovery programmes.

Nationally, domestic abuse services are
guided by the Home Office’s crossgovernment strategy, ‘Together we can
End Violence Against Women and Girls’.

The full range of services includes a single
point of contact and helpline response
team for domestic abuse in the county;
crisis support; Independent Domestic
Violence Advisors (IDVAs) and Case
Coordinators; domestic abuse and sexual
violence recovery programmes; therapy;
a behaviour change programme for people
demonstrating abusive behaviours in
their relationships; healthy relationships
education in schools; domestic abuse and
sexual violence training for professionals.

Locally, our services are informed by the
‘Ending Domestic Abuse and Sexual
violence in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
Strategy 2019-2022’. The delivery of
the strategy is the responsibility of the
Community Safety Partnership, Safer
Cornwall, in partnership with statutory
and voluntary service stakeholders
through steering groups across the
spectrum of domestic abuse and sexual
violence pathways.
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INFORMATION
AND ADVICE
Helpline Response Team
Our Helpline Response Team (HRT) is a single gateway to specialist
services and provides a single point of contact for services users
and professionals.

T

he Helpline Response Team are trained to take domestic abuse calls and quickly assess
the risks and support needs presented by the client. They carry out risk assessments,
prepare support safety plans, make referrals and signpost when needed, whilst providing
practical and emotional support.

Domestic abuse is everyone’s business, together we can make it stop’’

» A total of 5105 new referrals
were made into Safer Futures
in 2019/2020

Client Contact
636 Emails sent
8,602 Face to face

» Of referrals received 22.4%
were self-referrals

801 Letters

» Safer Futures received an estimated
10,000 calls to the helpline
in 2019/20 from the public
and professionals

12,798 by Telephone
8,175 Texts

90% said they felt their situation had improved
85% of clients said they felt safer
96% said they rated the service as good or great
12
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SUPPORT
AND GUIDANCE
Case Coordinators
The role of Case Coordinator is an integral part
of the Safer Futures service.

C

ase Coordinators are trained to support people
through the integrated service and ensure
people feel listened to and supported as well as being
specialists in referring and signposting to the most
relevant services.

Case Coordinators provided
support to 271 people
throughout Cornwall and
Isles of Scilly in 2019/2020.

Case Coordinators provide support and advice
to clients who are or have experienced domestic
abuse and due to additional barriers have difficulty
accessing services.

Drop-in Clinics

T

he Case Coordinators have created assertive
outreach drop-in clinics across the county
providing domestic abuse advice and support.
Currently drop-in clinics are being held in Bude
Family Hub, Bodmin Children’s Centre, Saltash
College, St Austell One Stop Shop and St Austell
College, Falmouth University, Cornwall College Pool
Campus, Camborne and Penzance Jobcentre Plus.
We are currently running a monthly legal clinic with the support of a local solicitor’s firm - that gives
clients the opportunity to speak face to face with
a solicitor, access advice and consider the different
courses of action available to them.

Legal Clinics

I

n June 2019, a new Legal Clinic initiative was
introduced. We are currently running a monthly
legal clinic with the support of a local solicitor’s firm,
that gives clients the opportunity to speak face to
face with a solicitor, to access advice and the different
courses of action available to them. Clients can also
be advised on the options to fund the legal costs of
any action and further arrangements can be made
if the client wishes to go down a legal route. It has
enabled clients to feel more empowered to contact
other solicitors.

’Thank goodness for this amazing lifeline or
I don’t know where I would be. I feel supported
even more!”
FIRST LIGHT SOUTH WEST LTD IMPACT REPORT 2020
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RESPONDING TO CRISIS
Independent Domestic Violence Advisors (IDVAs)
IDVAs are a highly skilled team who receive specialist SafeLives*
training practice.

W

e address the safety of clients at high risk of harm from
intimate partners, ex-partners or family members to
secure their safety and the safety of their children. Serving as a
victim’s primary point of contact, IDVAs normally work with
their clients from the point of crisis to assess the level of risk,
discuss the range of suitable options and develop safety plans.
We are pro-active in implementing the plans, which address
immediate safety, including practical steps to protect themselves
and their children, as well as longer-term solutions. These plans

will include actions from the Multi Agency Risk Assessment
Conference (MARAC) as well as sanctions and remedies
available through the criminal and civil courts, housing options
and services available through other organisations. IDVAs
support and work over the short- to medium-term to put
victims on the path to long-term safety.

Our team of Independent Domestic
Violence Advisors (IDVAs) provided
support to 791 different individual
clients in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
in 2019/20.

Court IDVA

14

T

he court IDVA sits within the court at the
point of a criminal case entering the criminal
justice system when an alleged offender has been
charged with a crime.

The aim of the court IDVA is to ensure
that victims are always kept central to
the process.

The advocate based at the court offers specialist,
one-to-one support to a victim whose case is
being heard. All the usual elements of an IDVA
service are provided, including risk assessment,
safety planning, advocacy/liaison with all agencies
working within the criminal justice system to
ensure the full picture and background to the
offence and its impact on the victim is considered.

By offering independent support, the aim
is that victims feel supported, safeguarded,
and therefore more able to continue their
involvement with the court case.
* SafeLives is a UK-wide domestic abuse charity who combine insights from services,
survivors and statistics to support people to become safe, well and rebuild their lives.
Our IDVA programme is guided by their resources including those for attending
MARAC meetings (A MARAC – multiagency risk assessment conference - is a regular
local and confidential mutli-agency meeting which works to support victims at high
risk of death or serious harm).
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RESPONDING TO CRISIS
Health-based Independent Domestic Violence Advisor
(Health IDVA)
Victims of domestic abuse in hospital are often in the immediate
aftermath of a crisis: severe physical assault, drug / alcohol related
medical needs, attempted suicide or self-harm.

A

Health-based IDVA co-located within a hospital is
more likely to reach these people who are at high risk
and who may have hidden, unmet complex needs.

The role of the Health-based IDVA is to provide support and
advice to people affected by domestic abuse within the healthbased environment, be they patients, carers or staff.
The Health-based IDVA provides links to longer-term
community based support. They also provide training to healthbased staff, giving them the confidence to undertake routine
enquiry about domestic abuse, thereby identifying people
affected by domestic abuse as early as possible.

Research by SafeLives demonstrates locating an IDVA or team
of IDVAs within a hospital setting is a key way of identifying
victims of domestic abuse and that health-based IDVAs should
be integrated as part of a whole-system approach. SafeLives
believes that this provides a way of reaching the four out of five
victims of domestic abuse who do not contact the police as well
as an opportunity to save money through earlier identification
of them.

Children and Young People’s Independent
Domestic Violence Advocate (CYP IDVA)
We were successful in 2018 in reintroducing
this role to our service.

O

ur CYP IDVA offers assertive advocacy and tailored support and
information to young people experiencing significant harm from
interpersonal relationship abuse or sexual exploitation aged between 13-17.
They offer age-appropriate domestic abuse awareness and safety planning to
incorporate the very different risks posed to children and young people today.
They advocate on behalf of their client by engaging with professionals across
appropriate services to help reduce risk and meet identified needs including
making referrals to other appropriate agencies.
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Jess’s story
I suffered 14 years of emotional
and physical abuse by my husband.

G

as lighting played a huge part of the abuse he
inflicted, I questioned my own sanity, and my
ability to function not only as a mother, but also
as a person. I was made to feel that I could not get
a job and I was afraid of not being there for my
children as I wanted to protect them from him.
I felt so isolated.
He continually told me that I would lose the
children if I ever left or told anyone what was
happening. I also thought I loved him, for these
reasons I stayed in the relationship and tried my
best to protect the children and myself sometimes
by hiding in a room when the abuse got too bad.
The last incident happened and I felt that I could
no longer continue. I felt that I could no longer
protect the children and I made the decision to
end the relationship and seek support from First
Light where I was allocated an IDVA.
My IDVA is the reason I am able to live
independently free from abuse, she was by my
side the whole time and kept me going supporting
me with both practical and emotional support.
Without the support of my IDVA I could not
have got to where I am now.

16
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SUPPORTING RECOVERY
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence (DASV) Therapy
We provide therapeutic support to children,
young people and adults living in Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly who are currently,
or who have previously been, victims of
domestic abuse and/or sexual violence.

W

e work with a partner agency, Cornwall
Refuge Trust and their WAVES programme
to support domestic abuse victims into therapy.
Our Recovery Pathway Administrator triages
individuals and families to determine the most
appropriate intervention to meet their needs.
Interim interventions are provided to support
service users whilst waiting for a therapeutic
intervention. The therapeutic offer is integrative,
trauma-informed, solution-focused and delivered
by accredited therapists.

» In 2019/20, we delivered
therapy to 538 clients.
» 41% assigned a therapist
were adults and 59% were
under 18.
» 68% assigned a therapist
were female and 32%
were male.

Other services
Our strategic partner, Barnardo’s, deliver several additional recovery and educational services as part of the wider
Safer Futures service. These include:

Recovery support programmes

Behaviour change programme

The SUsie Programme (SUsie Project)
provides one-to-one and group work
support to people recovering from
domestic abuse. This programme helps
clients to recover from the impact of
domestic abuse and to positively move
forward with their lives. It focuses on
long-term wellbeing and is designed to
address the impact of abuse and enable
people to develop future protective
behaviours.

Change 4 U is a domestic abuse
programme which provides single-gender
group support to men and women who
display abusive behaviour within their
relationships. It aims to re-educate
clients about beliefs and behaviours so
they can develop respectful, responsible
attitudes towards others and themselves.
The programme provides a wide range
of support to partners and ex-partners to
keep families safe.

Reconnect is tailored towards children
and young people aged between 8 and
15 who have been affected by domestic
abuse. The programme aim is to help to
improve their resilience and to make a
long-term recovery.

Healthy Relationships
Programme

and equip children and young people
to have a clear understanding of what
constitutes a healthy and respectful
relationship, so they can make informed
and safe decisions throughout their life.

Training
Safer Futures provide domestic abuse and
sexual violence training for professionals
across all sectors.

The Healthy Relationship programme,
delivered in schools, is designed to enable
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I finally feel listened
to and believed.”

18
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE

Support Services

We deliver sexual violence services in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly,
Devon and Wiltshire.
» We provide the Independent Sexual
» Nationally, our sexual violence services
Violence Advisor (ISVA) Service across
are steered by the current NHS England
all of Devon, Cornwall and the Isles of
policy ‘Strategic Direction for Sexual
Scilly. Our team of ISVAs work closely
Assault and Sexual Abuse Services’;
with survivors of sexual violence and abuse,
‘Sexual Assault Referral Centre Service
helping them navigate the trauma, criminal
Specification 30; LimeCulture ISVA
justice system and uncertainty they face,
standards; and the British Association of
and begin a process of recovery.
Counselling and Psychotherapy.
» In Plymouth, we go on to help hundreds
of people rebuild their lives after sexual
violence and abuse through specialist
counselling and therapy. This includes
children and young people for whom we
offered specialist services such as the
BBC Children in Need sponsored Art
Therapy Service.

» Locally, services are guided or led by NHS
England as commissioners; the Police
and Crime Commissioner for Devon and
Cornwall; and Plymouth City Council.

» We deliver the Sexual Assault Referral
Centre (SARC) service in Swindon
and Wiltshire. This is a special facility
in Swindon that covers Swindon and
Wiltshire, where victims of recent rape
and sexual assault can receive immediate
crisis support, practical help and emotional
support. This service is available 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year, including access to a
forensic medical examination (provided by
a partner agency) and the opportunity to
speak to the police if they wish to do so.
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE Support Services

Devon and Cornwall Independent
Sexual Violence Advisor (ISVA) Service
First Light delivers the Independent Sexual Violence Adviser (ISVA) service
to victims and survivors of rape and sexual assault throughout Devon,
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly.
ISVAs provide independent support for people who
have experienced a recent or historic rape or serious
sexual assault and have reported to the police. ISVAs also
provide support to those who have not reported but are
considering what they should do. Our ISVAs will meet
with a client to look at options and how these might be
best applied to their individual situation.
The ISVA will liaise with all agencies within the
criminal justice system and community in order to
develop a support plan based on the clients individual
circumstances and needs, signposting or referring to the
relevant services either within First Light or the wider
community.
Children and Young Persons Independent Sexual
Violence Advisor (CYP ISVA)
The CYP ISVA service is a specialist service for children
and young people. The purpose of the role is to reduce

the long-term impact of sexual violence for children
and young people, their families/carers and all agencies
involved, through early intervention, support, and
solutions for victims.
The CYP ISVA will work within a multi-agency setting to
help develop the service and will be pro-active to deliver
high quality, non-judgmental tailored support and care
plans to children and young people who are victims
of sexual violence, abuse or exploitation. This includes
support through the criminal justice process, advocacy
and emotional support.
ISVA Triage Service
The ISVA Triage Service launched on 8 April 2019 and is
provided by a team of volunteers who support the ISVAs.
The triage service ensure clients are contacted within
24 hours from referral received and complete a needs
assessment before passing the case to the allocated ISVA.

Matt’s Story
Matt* was referred into the ISVA service after suffering Child
Sexual Abuse by a close family member. He had never disclosed
to anyone.
Initially Matt did not wish to report the incident as he
feared how his parents would react once they found out.
The supporting ISVA informed Matt that they could support
him, if he wished, in telling his parents. This would enable him
to make a clear decision about reporting once significant family
members were aware. Matt agreed to this proposal and
a meeting was set with his parents to facilitate the disclosure.
Following disclosure to his family, Matt felt able to report the
matter to the police with the support of his ISVA and his family.
He feels he has had his voice heard and more importantly, he
felt believed. He understands the potential outcomes for the
investigation having been prepared fully by his ISVA.
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Currently, he describes having greater confidence and whilst he
knows the investigation will take time, he states that he is able
to continue with day to day living in a way that previously he
struggled with. He believes this alone is a huge benefit to how
he was living prior to reporting.
‘’Sarah*, my ISVA, was there at every stage and explained
everything clearly. I couldn’t have gone through this without
her.”
*Name changed to protect client’s identity.

I am able to continue with day to day living
in a way that previously he struggled with”
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE Support Services

Devon and Cornwall Independent
Sexual Violence Advisor Service
ISVA referrals 2019/2020
» 1155 referrals to the Devon and Cornwall ISVA service
» 96% of new referrals contacted within 24 hours, an increase of 8% from 2018/19

Historic/Acute

Under 18s / Adults

Gender breakdown
TRANSGENDER
8
MALE
105

HISTORIC
738

UNDER 18
297

ACUTE
417*

ADULT
858

FEMALE
1042

*Acute = abuse or assault took place within the last 12 months
(Ministry of Justice definition) Historic = 12 months and over

Age demographic

Single Point of Contact (SPOC) in Devon
and Cornwall for Sexual Violence Support

328

The majority of all ISVA referrals are channelled
through the Single Point of Contact (SPOC)
which is managed by Northern Devon Healthcare
NHS Trust (NDHT). The purpose of the SPOC
is to ensure that all victims of sexual violence and
abuse have one entry point into the Sexual Assault
Referral Centre (SARC) referral pathway so that all
clients can be assessed for suitability of having
a health needs assessment prior to entering the
ISVA service.

298

235

163

96

UNDER
18

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

6

4

OVER
65

UNDISCLOSED

25
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The SPOC has been in place since the start of
the new ISVA contract (October 2018) and we
continue to work with NDHT to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of this system so that it
benefits not only NDHT and First Light, but also
the victims it serves to ensure that they receive the
care and support they need, at a time when they
most need it.
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE Support Services

Swindon and Wiltshire Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC)
Sexual Assault Referral Centres (SARCs) provide a single gateway for rape and serious
sexual assault victims, with specially trained crisis workers providing victims practical
and emotional support, 24 hours a day, 365 days per years. Forensic evidence can also
be obtained in the SARC with a forensic medical examiner (nurse or doctor employed
by a partner agency).

T

he priority over the past 12 months has been outreach,
raising awareness amongst the minority groups and
developing a training and education programme working closely
with Wiltshire Police and the Military and local health services
We are working towards male accreditation in line with Male
Survivors Partnership and Lime Culture.

‘’I have been treated with respect and
dignity. I felt very comfortable and felt I
was able to talk about what happened’’

» 198 referrals received in 2019/20 at the Swindon and Wiltshire SARC

Historic/Acute
HISTORIC
61

85

Age demographic

*Acute = abuse or assault that has
taken place with the last 10 days
Historic = 10 days and over

ACUTE
137*

36

Gender breakdown
MALE
13

TRANSGENDER
3

31
17

16

FEMALE
182
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1

3
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65
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Relationship to Offender
Stranger
19
11

Ex partner

62

23

Friend
4

Relative

16

10

HEALTH

POLICE

Undisclosed

65

4

11

OTHER

11

Acquaintance

MH SERVICES

4

SELF-REFERRAL

Person of trust

110

46

Partner

Colleague

Referral Source

Case Study
“Before coming to the
SARC I was really scared.
One of my friends had
hurt me, I was also
worried I had caught
something. Another
friend told me to call the
police so I did and they
brought my friend and
I to the SARC.

I was scared about what would happen, but
the nurse and the crisis worker were really
kind and made me feel at ease.”

T

hey told me it wasn’t my fault and they listened to me and
gave me the answers to my questions. They were kind and I
can’t say how much better I felt when I went home. I really can’t.
I felt like I had a weight lifted off my shoulders, they made me
feel better about myself. They gave me medication and checked
for injuries. Forensic samples were taken from my body and it
wasn’t uncomfortable at all. I am so pleased I saw that nurse and
crisis worker after that happened to me.
My police officer came to see me the next day and asked how it
was and I told her that it made me feel like a new person.
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE Support Services

Sexual Violence Therapy provision in Plymouth
Sexual violence therapeutic counsellors in Plymouth continue to support
survivors of acute and non-recent sexual violence. Clients are helped to cope
with the impact of the assault and to start the journey towards recovery.

This has been an absolutely life changing experience for me’’

It seems cliché to say that First Light has been ‘life
changing’ but it really has been. I didn’t 100% believe that
it would be a positive transformatory experience, but now
at the end of the process, I can see the incredible, beneficial
change in myself. I can now let the past finally go.’’

My counsellor has rescued a
little boy from his prison. He
is out and can sing, laff (sic)
and shout. Life is a good place
to be for him who is us and
me. Here comes life!’’

The counselling and ISVA service utilises the ‘Cope and Recover’ (C&R)
tool to determine the impact of the service. Of those that completed the
survey, at the end of their sessions, within the Plymouth Therapy service:

» 85% of clients said they valued themselves
» 88% said they feel more able to manage their emotions
» 82% of clients had confidence in themselves
» 81% said they were positive about their future

T

he therapeutic offering is client centred and humanistic, and encourages victims to live
their daily lives without the past controlling it and enabling clients to look towards
a more positive future. We have developed a Counsellor in Training (CiT) programme
supporting students in their final year of a two-year counselling diploma to achieve
a placement with First Light. This was achieved by the support of The Leathersellers’
Company and The Tudor Trust.
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE Support Services

Art therapy

F

irst Light Plymouth provides early intervention for children
and young people through Art Therapy, which is funded by
BBC Children in Need, as well as through counselling sessions.
They are helped to gain a better self-image, improve
relationships with their family and friends, and have greater
resilience to move beyond the abuse.

’Having a safe space and not feeling judged was
good for me.’’

573 referrals into the service for

In 2019/20 there were
therapy with an acceptance rate of 94%

105 clients receiving pre-trial therapy in 2019/20
19 clients were referred from the counselling service into the ISVA service
42 children supported by art therapy
FIRST LIGHT SOUTH WEST LTD IMPACT REPORT 2020
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Gemma’s Story
I met a guy and he kept begging me to go out with him. He was very
persistent and eventually I was just like, okay then let’s do it. We
ended up together and I started to notice things that were not quite
right. I kept ending the relationship but he would always convince
me to go back.

I

fell pregnant, and again I tried to end it, as things weren’t right but he promised we’d make it work
so we moved in together. Throughout the pregnancy he would disappear for days, with my car/bank
card. I was 8 months pregnant when he first assaulted me. The abuse was a slow progression, from being
controlling into extreme physical violence

When he noticed I was getting worn down and he
wasn’t getting the ‘rise’ from me this was when the
physical violence became worse.”
One day he wanted to take my car, which he often
did, but this time I said no as I had to get to work. He
grabbed me around the throat and squeezed until I let go
of the keys. He didn’t care if my daughter was there when
he threw me around or punched me. He used to corner
me and ask me if I wanted to be hurt and then say “I
obviously wanted him to hurt me because that was how
I was behaving”. If I kicked off or complained, he would
make me out to be the crazy one.
This part of my life went on for two years and the last six
months of them was the most horrendous. Every time I
sat down or went to bed, he would pull me up and force
me to stand, when I made him meals if they weren’t up
to his standards, I paid for it. Sexual abuse also started.
By this point I had stopped seeing any friends or family.
He had tampered with my car so I couldn’t drive it, took
shoes away, door keys, phone I became more isolated.
One day I decided I was going to go, I picked up my
child and tried to leave he punched the door and covered
us in glass. The day I left he drove my daughter and I to
her nursery and when I got out the car, he completely lost
it and attacked me. I walked into the nursey and I could
tell they knew something was wrong even though they
hadn’t witnessed what had just happened outside. They
helped me and put me in touch with specialist support
services. I moved in with a family member, 300 messages,
calls and threats to kill me, I called the police.
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It was my IDVA Alice that supported me through the
process which I couldn’t have physically or mentally done
without her, and honestly, she saved my life. I knew I was
going to die; I was ready to die, she was the only one that
listened. If it wasn’t for her I wouldn’t be here now.
And what a long way I have come. It took me a while
to sort myself out and when I no longer needed Alice’s
support, she was the one who said to me I should
consider volunteering on the helpline. This spurred me
on through my recovery and I now use my experiences to
help and support others.
I volunteered on the domestic abuse helpline for six
months. A vacancy then came up which I applied for and
became an employed member of the team. A while later
I applied for an IDVA role, which I got! I love my job
but even more I know how important my role is and the
impact I can have on someone’s life like Alice had
on mine.
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OUR VOLUNTEERS

Thank you to everyone that supports us!
Without our volunteers we could not support so many people who
have experienced domestic abuse or sexual violence and we would
like to thank every single person who works so hard to help us.

» 3,742 total volunteer hours – 58% ISVA Triage

Volunteers, 18% Cornwall Volunteers, 8% Trustees
and 16% Counsellors in Training.

» £75,274 of added value through volunteering across
First Light services.

Helpline, Admin and Fundraising Volunteers
– Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
Between 1 April 2019 and 31 March 2020, 14 volunteers
assisted First Light in answering incoming calls on the
domestic abuse helpline in Cornwall as well as contacting
referrals received by the police via phone, text and letter
with some working in an administrative role. Two of
these volunteers are former service users one person was
employed by First Light within the Safer Futures Service.
Helpline volunteers receive comprehensive training over
an eight week period before joining the helpline and are
able to offer emotional support to self-referrals as well as
advising on confidentiality, completing risk assessments
and providing safety planning.

ISVA Triage Volunteers - Plymouth
In Plymouth, we recruited 13 volunteers to work on a
new ISVA (Independent Sexual Violence Advisor) Triage
Service. This went live on 8 April 2019. This volunteer
role is based at our Plymouth office and provides a
valuable service to First Light and the ISVA team.

Trustees
Our Board of Trustees are accountable and responsible
for ensuring First Light is governed well and working to
achieve our aims. We had ten trustees in 2019/20 who
used their skills and experience on a voluntary basis to
support us and help us meet our objectives.

Counsellors in Training
The Counsellors in Training (CiT) programme is based
in Plymouth. We had six CiT, each contributing 100
hours of counselling. They joined the programme from
three colleges in Devon and Cornwall. We provided each
CiT eight days of specialist sexual violence training. With
the help of the placement on the CiT programme they
have now all qualified.

For more information about our
volunteering opportunities, please go to:
firstlight.org.uk/volunteering

The ISVA triage volunteers also receive a thorough
specialist training around Sexual Violence and the impact
on individuals.

FIRST LIGHT SOUTH WEST LTD IMPACT REPORT 2020
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FUNDRAISING
Richard Price, Helpline
Advisor in Cornwall, took
up the new First Light
100 day challenge and
gave up alcohol.
Rebecca and Alex also
took up the 100 Day
Challenge of going alcohol
free whilst in their
second term of University,
they raised an amazing
£510 in total.

Big thanks to:

It’s day 40 of 100 and I’m genuinely feeling
healthier. I even managed to save some money!”

Uneeka who donated goods for First Light to sell and raise

funds as part of the Truro Mayor’s Charity day.

All our regular donors - thank you for
your commitment to the cause and your
continued support!

NCS Team Stronger, who are a

group of 14 young people aged 15-17
on the NCS program in Exeter. They
completed a three-legged walk from
Exeter Quay to Exmouth totally 10 miles
and raised over £640.

Plymouth University RAG (Raise

and Give) selected First Light as one of
the three charities for 2019/20. Along
with Plymouth Domestic Abuse Service
and The Wave Project. This means that a
third of all the money RAG events raised
will be equally split and donated to the
three charities at the end of the
academic year.
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Team Stennack who were a team of four, from Stennack

Surgery, running the Classic Quarter. They smashed their target
and raised £580.

Princess Yachts and their apprentices’ for building and

donating therapeutic equipment to the service. They hand
made some beautiful sand trays for us to use with the adults
and the children.
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COVID-19 RESPONSE

Adapting To Change

It has been very challenging for everyone to work in a completely
different way since the arrival of the pandemic. Our immediate
action was to move the entire organisation to work remotely from
home on 18 March 2020, this was achieved within 48 hours.

F

irst Light and our IT/Telecoms services
pulled together to ensure that staff had
the right telephone and IT equipment to
continue to offer a service to victims, albeit
remotely. All clients were informed about
the immediate changes in how they will be
supported by staff during lockdown. For an
organisation which primarily provides face
to face meetings this has been challenging
not only for the client, but also for the
teams. Contact has been mainly made via
telephone, with other clients choosing
contact via text, e-mail, Skype or Zoom.
During the Covid-19 pandemic we have
adapted quickly increasing our helpline
capacity in Cornwall and launching a new
Live Web Chat.
To assist with the anticipated surge in
demand brought about by the lockdown,
the Board of Trustees approved the use
of reserves to increase capacity across the
services, this ensured we were able to
actively promote our services, providing
reassurance to our community that we
were still open for business and were
easily accessible.

The need to mobilise our services during
lockdown brought with it additional costs.
To mitigate this a great deal of effort has
gone into writing bids in an effort to try
and secure some of the monies made
available through the myriad of COVID-19
Emergency Contingency Funds. Already we
have been successful in accessing funding
from both Devon & Cornwall Community
Foundations to provide a crisis fund for
victims who need to flee, mobile phone
top ups for clients facing financial hardship
to enable them to maintain contact with
their support networks, as well as funding
for PPE to enable staff to meet our most
vulnerable clients face to face, and we
await with interest the outcome of other
bids submitted.
The ISVA triage volunteers also receive a
thorough specialist training around Sexual
Violence and the impact on individuals.
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FINANCES

Miscallaneous
(depreciation,
bank charges, etc)
£16,503.00
Service costs
(buildings, IT, travel,
postage, phones,
website, insurance,
security, etc)

Governance costs (accountancy,
audit, legal, fees, and book-keeping)
£14,494.00

£424,745.00
EXPENDITURE
BY AREA
£2,401,508.00

Staff wages,
pensions and
training

£1,945,766.00

Cornwall and Plymouth
Sexual Assault Referral
Centre and ISVA Service

Investment Income
£263.00

£813,981.00

£1,409,167.00

Cornwall Domestic
Abuse Service

£2,642,343.00
£406,778.00

Fundraising
£7,331.00
30

INCOME
BY ACTIVITY

Plymouth Adult and
Child Sexual Violence
Therapy Services
Domestic Abuse and Children’s
Safeguarding Training
£4,823.00
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THANK YOU

A huge thank you to everyone that supports First Light
Without our incredible work force we could not support
the thousands of people we do every year.
First Light does not and cannot work in isolation.
Our lifesaving work is only made possible by incredible
funders, donors and partner agencies.

Donors and Partners

F

rom the bottom of our hearts, we want to say thank you. Thank you!
Thank you for supporting us and making such a difference in 2019-20.
We look forward to working with you throughout 2020-21 to maintain the
support to vulnerable victims and to end domestic abuse and sexual violence.

OUR KEY FUNDERS AND PARTNERS ARE
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“I came to you feeling lost, confused, in turmoil and you helped me
so much. I am eternally grateful for the support I have received.”

First Light is the trading name of First Light South West Ltd.
Company number: 3440794
Charity registration number: 1090457
Registered address:
The Business Centre, 2 Cattedown Road, Plymouth PL4 0EG
Email: info@firstlight.org.uk
Phone: 03458 121212
Online: firstlight.org.uk
FirstLightSW
@FirstLightSW
justgiving.com/firstlight
First Light Southwest

